Montana Lodge

Montana Plein Sud
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This intimate place (only 17 apartments) will
make you feel exceptional moments in one of the
highest ski resorts of Europe. Discover a protective
and calm setting, decorated with warm-colored
tapestry. It is where wood and stone accompany
the pleasure of being in Val Thorens.
Make yourself comfortable in your apartment
and enjoy this special atmosphere that inspires
you to love these unique moments.
Open your window and admire the view of snowy
mountains of the 3 Vallées area: Cime Caron,
Glacier de Péclet, Col de Rosaël…
Make your life easier by using the services offered
by the team, such as getting your ski equipment
ready upon your arrival and breakfast room
delivery.
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The 5-star "Residence Montana Plein Sud" in Val Thorens:
the perfect balance between sophisticated trendiness
and sportsmanship.
As its name implies, this residence benefits from an
exceptional amount of sunlight and a magnificent view
over the snowy peaks.
You will not be able to resist the call of the mountain.
Everything has been designed to ensure you a wonderful
time on the slopes in this ideal ski-in ski-out location.

After an exhilarating day’s skiing, curl up in your spacious apartment and chill out while admiring the
refined decoration highlighting wood and stone.
Enhance your experience whilst enjoying the Spa with indoor swimming pool, steam room, sauna and
the treatment room.
This is a place of quietness and serenity, inspired by the Alpine Wellness. Keep up with Val Thorens’
rhythm: a lifestyle like no other, a unique experience.
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Hotel Les Suites du Montana

Chalet Skadi
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The 5-star hotel "Les Suites du Montana" in Tignes: see the sights
of privileged world. Novelty Snowy destination 2018/19: come
and discover the suites reinvented into a cosy atmosphere
inspired by chic alpin design.
Come in. Right from the very start you are experiencing the perfect
balance between an intimate place, a cosy atmosphere and
the delicacy of the decor. Give full attention to the surroundings.
Thanks to its unique position on the roof of Tignes, the hotel offers
an open view over a peaceful panorama.

Open the door; you are already on the slopes. Discover your spacious and comfortable suite. The
fireplace, the Jacuzzi bath and the sauna are here to provide you with an absolute wellness experiment.
The gastronomic restaurant "Le Gourmet" invites you to taste a refined menu in a location ensuring
discretion. The chef promotes noble products, carefully selected. Enhance your experience whilst enjoying
the Spa with indoor swimming pool, steam room, sauna, Jacuzzi and the beauty treatments offered by
the brand “Cinq Mondes”. Every now and then benefit from a customized service in a place where the
most important thing is you.
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A new 5-star property by Village Montana in Val d’Isère:
Chalet Skadi. Named after the Scandinavian Goddess of ski
and mountains, it is the promise of an absolutely unique stay
under divine refinement.
Enter and immerse yourself in our contemporary and
attractive atmosphere of a mountain style. Discover a
protective and calm setting, decorated with warm-colored
tapestry. It is where wood, stone and tilestone accompany
the pleasure of being in Val d’Isère.
Make yourself comfortable in your apartment and enjoy this special atmosphere that inspires to love
these unique moments. Open your window and admire the view of snowy mountains.
Boost your energy in the Spa with interior swimming-pool, hammam, sauna, Jacuzzi, as well as with
facial and body treatments by Cinq Mondes. Make your life easier thanks to the services offered, such
as the preparation of your ski equipment on your arrival and the room delivery of your breakfast.
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